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new
For bone
graft...

products are created to make the professionist work simple
and quick.
They combine a high user-friendliness with a reduced learning curve, thanks
to an user interface designed to feel as ergonomic as possible: few buttons,
intuitive use of the working area, 3D smoothness and much more, without
forgetting the high quality of the 3D rendering, that marks all
products.
products.

Our softwares offer the possibility to improve the quality of the communication with the patient.
Just in three steps:

OneScan suite products are modular and customizable, based on
the final user's needs. The suite is composed by software of several levels of
complexity and several packages of features, that can be easily and
quickly extended whenever the professionist needs to.
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is the entry level software of the OneScan Suite.
The digital processing of DICOM images allows you to obtain a highquality 3D reconstruction, starting from a simple CT scan.
Images with realistic depth and color rendering ensure
quality improvements of the communication with your
patients.
OneNavigator3D offers to you the
chance to work on the anatomy obtained
from the CT scan: it is possible to correct
possible
tilts
and
select the volume of
interest.
The preliminary creation of the reconstruction
arc allows you to display nine cross images and
a panoramic view (ortopantomography).
Thanks to the amazing feature of tissue filtering,
with a single movement of your mouse, you will switch the tissue
density, from hardest roots, to muscles, to the realistic 3D patient
shape.

Furthermore, all the images displayed by the software can be saved
and exported, in order to be used later for multiple purposes (i.e.
communication, estimations, documents, articles, ecc..).
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is the middle way version of the suite. It adds several
features to OneNavigator3D , such as the
implant-planning module.
OnePlan3D works with a highly customizable
implant library, to better manage every kind of
dental prosthesis, not basing itself on the manufacturer of the implants or on physical attributes.
Due to this, OnePlan3D is a very versatile software, as well as complete and easy to use.
This software also allows the user to insert both non
anatomic objects (implants, multiple implants) and
anatomic ones (nerves, grafts) with an excellent 3D
rendering.
The "eraser" feature allows the user to delete the
annoying scattering due to the presence of metal
artifacts in the CT scan.

The software is accompanied with "Client Report" and "Technical Report"
features, to have detailed documentation.
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OneScan3D is the more complete software in the suite.
It wraps up all the functionalities of OnePlan3D, and enhance it with a module for guided-surgery, wich allows the user to
make use of the FlatGuide™ System Methodic.

This methodology has been created to ensure a high level
of certainty, reducing to the minimum the possibility of unexpected errors.
OneScan3D's guided surgery increases the value of the
relationship between the odontologist and the dental mechanic.
The strength of this method, compared to others, lies on the possibility for the
doctor to work directly on the main diagnostic stent, to make changes on
the planned surgery, if he needs to. Finally, the surgical stent is created.
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For more info about
FlatGuide™ System Methodic
visit our website
www.3dmed.it

OneScan Suite

products have a great flexibility and give to

the user the opportunity to work with different categories of parameters
allowing to quickly and easily customize the work environment.

some key features of all versions are:

Volume Calibration
you can reduce the volume of work focusing on the area
of interest

different display modes
3D/Axial, Cross and Panoramic views

Dynamic colour map
Immediate evaluation of soft and hard tissues.
Accurate examination of bones, muscles and other tissue
by switching among them in real time

Volume Clipping
For dissecting the 3D view to work within the bones.
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OnePlan3D and OneScan3D versions containing the
implant planning tools which allow the inclusion of
anatomical and not anatomical objects.

Excellent planning
tool
Hight level of security in surgery and prothesics.
The high image definition, facilitates the observation
of the anatomical structures, allowing proper and
secure planning and reducing all uncertainties during
surgery.
Automatic detection of collisions between implants
and collision between implants and nerve

Only the OneScan3D version has the guided surgery tool

Surgery Guide
FlatGuide™ System allows extremely secure,
easy and cheap transfer of the virtual planning on a
surgery guide.
Compatibility with all implant brands
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chose to use, for its products, modern 3D rendering
technologies, that allow to spot details that were not detectable
before, such as the tissue density, thanks to amazing 3D images.
Starting from several years ago,
has alive collaborations with many surgeons, odontologists and dental mechanics, in
both private, public and research medical structures, to create
products (software, hardware and hi-tech tools) that allow an
immediate , intuitive and accurate approach even to not expert
of radiologic images professionists.

Discover all the qualities of

visit our website
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